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Current diagnostic techniques are inefficient in distinguishing latent and low-risk forms of prostate cancer from high-risk
forms. The present study is focused on determination of putative tumor markers of aggressive high-grade forms of prostate
cancer. Potential markers were determined in blood sera of 133 patients (82 cases and 51 controls) and in cell lines (Gleason 
score 9-derived 22Rv1 and normal tissue derived PNT1A) on mRNA and protein levels. Alpha-methylacyl-CoA racemase 
(AMACR), metallothionein classes 1A and 2A (MT1A and MT2A) were determined and compared to prostate specific antigen
(PSA) levels. On mRNA level, significantly increased expression of MT2A (2.4-fold), PSA (2.6-fold) and AMACR (8.4-fold)
and insignificantly (1.9-fold) elevated MT1A in 22Rv1 compared to non-tumor PNT1A were determined. On protein level,
significant enhancement of free PSA and total PSA in tumor cell line was evident. AMACR protein was 1.5-fold elevated in
tumor line (below the level of significance). Contrary to mRNA, significantly (p = 0.01) reduced level of MT protein in tumor
lines was determined. In the case of serum level, significantly enhanced MT level (4.5-fold) in patients’ sera was found. No
significant changes were observed in the case of AMACR. These findings indicate possible alternative role of MT to PSA
prostate cancer marker. In addition, level of AMACR is distinctly higher in the Gleason score 9 in serum of patients and MT 
shows a descending trend in relation to Gleason score.
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Prostate carcinoma is one of the most studied oncological 
diseases due to its high incidence in male population. It repre-
sents one of the most frequent cancers in developed countries 
and common cause of cancer-related death[1,2]. Recently signif-
icantly increased number of newly diagnosed patients suffering
from this malignant disease is directly related to introduction 
of prostatic specific antigen (PSA) evaluation to the clinical
practice [3-7]. This marker enabled detection of early stages of
disease, undetectable when commonly used rectal investigation 
is employed. PSA screening contributed towards 20% reduc-
tion of mortality. It is well evident from the study focused on 
the European medical institutes published in the prestigious 
New England Journal of Medicine [8]. Ascertained reduction 
of mortality is caused by the fact that PSA screening is able to 
detect early stages T1 and T2 of prostate carcinoma, otherwise 

non-detectable by the conventional methods, such as digital 
rectal investigation. Tumors of stage T3 and T4, which are usu-
ally associated with tissue invasion or metastasizing, are often
incurable and the therapeutic approach is based on a palliative 
treatment only. Despite the evident benefit of PSA evaluation,
digital rectal investigation has its importance in the diagnostics 
and it should not be neglected by a general practitioner [9,10]. 
Besides PSA, there have been identified and tested other markers
[11-16], including those detected in urine [17].

On the other hand, it is necessary to accentuate that a large 
amount of tumors is asymptomatic (up to 80 %).They are
usually evidenced only at dissection of departed in connec-
tion with other cause of disease or at surgery [17]. Based of 
above mentioned facts, it is proper to sub-classify prostate 
tumors into two groups: 1. significant tumor swith direct risk
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to a life; 2. non-significant tumors, where risk to a life is highly
improbable. Currently used diagnostic methods including 
PSA determination, digital rectal examination, transrectal 
ultrasonography or biopsy, are not able to differentiate between
aggressive and latent forms of tumor. All bioptically (histologi-
cally) verified prostate carcinomas are treated as significant,
dangerous tumors with direct risk. This therapeutic approach
leads to the significant reduction of quality of life because of
important side effects of the treatment. Erectile dysfunction
is detected in more than 70% and urinary incontinence in 
approximately 10 % of patients after radical prostatectomy.
However, there is significant rate of patients who are treated in
vain[18]. Due to these facts, it is quite necessary to find such
prostate carcinoma markers that are useful for distinction of 
aggressive and latent tumor forms already at early stages of 
the disease[19-30]. Metallothionein (MT) and alpha-methyl 
CoA-racemase (AMACR) belong to the possible markers of 
prostate carcinoma at early stages, but their clinical potential 
must be still investigated.

Metallothioneins (MT) represent proteins of low molecular 
weight (6–10 kDa) with high rate of cysteine (Fig. 1). Presence 
of –SH group-containing amino acids is directly connected 
with the ability of these proteins to bind various metal ions 
[31-33]. Therefore, metallothioneins play a crucial role in
transport of metal ions, their detoxification and protection
of cells against oxidative stress connected with effects of the
metal ions [34]. These proteins are involved also in regulation
of apoptosis; their increased levels have antiapoptotic effect. In
addition, metallothioneins regulate level, activity and cellular 
localisation of transcriptional factor NF-κB, which activates 
antiapoptotic genes Bcl-2, c-myc and TRAF-1 that belong to 
the group of prooncogenes. This antiapoptotic cascade can be
efficient as the protective mechanism of prostate carcinoma
cells against apoptotic signals at their proliferation [35,36].

Alpha-methyl CoA-racemase (AMACR) is peroxiso-
mal and mitochondrial enzyme involved in beta oxidation 
of branched fatty acids, catabolism of bile acids metabolites 
and ibuprofen metabolism [37]. Ibuprofen belongs to a class 
of drugs called non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, such 
as aspirin. They are used for the management of mild to
moderate pain, fever, and inflammation. Increased levels of
AMACR have been described in adenocarcinomas and high 
grade prostatic intraepithelial neoplasia [38]. On the other 
hand, low levels of this marker have been described in benign 
hyperplasia and in atypical adenomatous hyperplasia [39-
41]. Thus, AMACR is well established tissue prostate cancer
biomarker [41]. Moreover, it has been demonstrated that high 
level of AMACR affects progression of prostate cancer due
to 1. more energy-efficient utilization of fatty acids [39], 2.
AMACR-substrate-mediated oxidative stress, and 3. affection
of nuclear hormone receptors.

Cellular processes in prostate carcinoma cells were investi-
gated especially using cell lines LNCaP (androgen-sensitive), 
PC-3 (androgen-resistant), and DU 145 (androgen-resistant). 
These lines don’t represent ideal model because they differ from
in vivo state and they are derived not from primary tumor but 
from metastatic dissemination in bones (PC-3), brain (DU 145), 
and lymphatic nodes (LNCaP). Cell line 22Rv1 represents poorly 
differentiated primary prostate adenocarcinoma of Gleason
grading score 9. Cell line expresses androgen receptor (AR) and 
synthesizes high amounts of PSA [42]. Cell line 22Rv1 is more 
suitable model of prostate adenocarcinoma because of reduced 
genetic variability and lower rate of aneuploidy – karyotype 
50 XY (trisomy of 7, 8, 12), DNA index 1.30 (PC-3: 1.84 and 
LNCaP: 2.09) in comparison with other cell lines [42].

Aim of the present study was to compare the level of puta-
tive prostate cancer markers in sera of patients with prostate 
cancer and healthy volunteers and to compare the expression 

Figure 1. Structure of human metallothionein containing seven divalent ions.
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of these markers and other proteins connected with tumor be-
haviour (apoptosis regulation, invasivity and zinc metabolism) 
on mRNA and protein level in 22Rv1 prostate cancer cell line 
and control prostate cell line.

Material and Methods

Cell lines, blood sera. Control cell line derived by immor-
talisation of normal prostatic epithelial cells of 35-year old man 
obtained post mortem (PNT1A) and 22Rvl cell line derived 
from xenograft passaged on castrated mice were used in this
study. These cell lines were purchased from the HPA Culture
Collections (Salisbury, UK). 22Rv1 and PNT1A cells were 
cultured in RPMI-1640 medium with 10% FBS. Medium was 
supplemented with penicillin and streptomycin (1U/mL), and 
the cells were maintained at 37 °C in a humidified incubator
with 5% CO2. Sub-cultivations of the cells were carried out after
21 days. Once the cells grew up to ~ 75% confluence of the
culture, the cultivation medium was replaced by fresh medium 
for 24 h to synchronize cell growth. Proteins from these cell 
lines and from tested blood sera of patients were isolated by 
the use of RIPA buffer by the mechanical homogenisation or
heat denaturation (99 °C) of obtained material. Heat lysates 
were subsequently subjected to electrochemical determination 
of MT, PSA and AMACR was determined in RIPA lysates.

Patients with diagnosed prostate carcinoma. Blood sera of 
patients with histologically verified prostate adenocarcinoma

(82 samples) were compared to 51 controls (Fig. 2). Average 
age of patients was 63 years (40–78). Tumors were classified
from high to low differentiated tumors with Gleason score,
describing rate of tumor differentiation, in the range between 5
and 10. Pathological staging of samples varied from 1c to 4, all 
patients were without dissemination into adjacent lymphatic 
nodes or organs. There were 80 % of non-smokers, 12 % of
smokers and 8 % of stop-smokers in the set. Forty percent of 
patients were without co-morbidities, 37 % of patients suffered
from one co-morbidity, 7 % of patients had 2 and the rest of 
patients had 3 and more co-morbidities. Hyperlipoproteinae-
mia was diagnosed in 24 % of patients, hypertension in 47 %, 
ischemic heart disease in 7 %, diabetes mellitus of the second 
type in 7 %, ischemic disease of lower extremities in 2 %, ulcer 
disease of gastroduodenum in 5%, and history of other tumor 
disease in 1 % of patients. In the control group, there were 51 
tested probands. Age of control group varied from 18 to 55 
(38 at average). Tested blood sera were obtained from Urology 
clinic, St. Anne´s University Hospital in Brno, Czech Republic. 
Enlistment of patients into realised clinical study was approved 
by the Ethic commission of the Faculty of medicine, Masaryk 
University, Brno, Czech Republic.

Polymerase chain reaction. High pure total mRNA isola-
tion kit (Roche, Switzerland) was used for mRNA isolation 
from cell lines. Isolated mRNA was transcribed into cDNA by 
the use of Transcriptor first strand cDNA synthesis kit (Roche,
Switzerland) in accordance with manufacturer’s propositions. 

Figure 2. Characteristics of patients and healthy men included in the study.
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Real-time PCR was carried out by the system TaqMan using 
apparatus 7500 real-time PCR system (Applied Biosystems, 
USA). Results were evaluated in triplicates by the comparative 
Ct method (2-ΔΔCt) and standardized against β-actin. The primer
and probe sets for β-actin (Assay ID: Hs00185826_m1), MT1A 
(Assay ID: Hs00185826_m1), MT2A (Hs00794796_m1), 
AMACR (Hs01091294_m1), and PSA (Hs02576345_m1) were 
selected from TaqMan gene expression assay. Real-time PCR 
was performed under the following amplification conditions:
total volume of 20 µL, initial denaturation 95 °C/10 min, than 
45 cycles 95 °C/15 sec, 60 °C/1 min. Samples were examined 
in quadruplicates.

Electrochemical detection of metallothionein. Elec-
trochemical detection was used for quantification of
metallothionein[43]. Detection was carried out using AU-
TOLAB Analyser (EcoChemie, Netherlands) with classical 
three-electrode arrangement using of differential pulse voltam-
metry Brdicka reaction. Analysed sample was accumulated 
on the surface of a working electrode which is represented by 
hanging mercury drop electrode. After accumulation, detec-
tion proceeded in a supporting electrolyte containing cobaltic 
(cobalt(III)) salt in ammonia buffer of pH = 9.6 [33,44].

Gel electrophoresis, western blotting. Samples were 
separated on 10 % SDS-PAGE gels (BioRad, USA) and stained 
by silver nitrate (kit BioRad, USA, under manufacturer´s 
propositions) and simultaneously blotted on a nitrocellulose 
membrane and immunodetected by specific antibodies. Dot-
blots were used for rapid orientation. Serum samples were 
8-fold diluted. Membranes were incubated for 1 h in 5% 
milk and for 12 h in primary antibody (1:500), washed and 
incubated in secondary antibody (1:2000). Polyclonal rabbit 
antibody (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, USA) was used against 
metallothionein, isoforms 1 and 2, polyclonal rabbit antibody 
(Clonestar, CZ) was used against AMACR. Monoclonal mouse 
antibody (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, USA) was used for de-
tection of PSA.

Descriptive statistics. Obtained results were evaluated 
using software Statistica 9 (StatSoft, USA). For better com-
parison of data sets, measured protein data were normalized 
to the range 0–1. To disprove null hypothesis that cell line 
mRNA, protein and serum levels of specified genes are equal,
t-tests were used. Correlation matrices were used for finding
of correlations between tested compounds. Cluster analysis 
(K-means) was employed for orientation in the set of patients. 
Significance level p = 0.05 was established for determination
of significantly different value.

Results

Molecular-biological analysis of cell lines. Model of tu-
mor tissue is represented by the cell line 22Rv1. The potential
markers on the mRNA and protein levels were determined. 
mRNA level is expressed as a relative fold change of expression 
in comparison with non-malignantcell line PNT1A. Elevated 
expression of all studied markers in tumor cell line was ob-

served. Statistically significant enhancement was detected in
case of metallothionein – class 2A (MT2A, 2.4-fold expression 
in 22Rv1 compared to PNT1A, p = 0.006, Fig. 3A), AMACR 
(8.4-fold, p = 0.0004, Fig. 3B) and PSA (2.6-fold, p = 0.008, 
Fig. 3C) in the cancer line. Metallothionein class 1A expression 
level was only 1.9-fold higher in the tumor cell line (insignifi-
cant, p = 0.29). In addition to mRNA level, the protein level of 
all three observed markers was also determined (Fig. 3D-F). 
Enhancement of free PSA and total PSA in tumor cell line was 
well evident at the protein level. AMACR was insignificantly
elevated in the tumor line (1.5-fold, p = 0.132). Interestingly, 
significantly (p = 0.01) reduced level of metallothionein protein
in tumor cells was observed (Fig. 3D).

Clinical study in patients suffering from malignant
disease. Metallothionein, AMACR, free PSA and total PSA 
levels were detected in the blood serum of prostate cancer 
patients and volunteers to assess their applicability as mark-
ers of prostate cancer. Our group has previously shown that 
serum MT levels are elevated with high level of specificity
and sensitivity in prostate cancer patients with possible ap-
plication as an additional tool for prostate cancer diagnosis 
[23]. Compared to previous study, in this paper the group 
of tested samples has been enlarged. The levels of potential
tumor markers were compared between each other to reveal 
potential relationship, which has never been done before for 
this combination of genes. 

PSA was determined as a widely used marker to compare 
potential markers to it. Significantly higher PSA level (p =
0.001) and significantly (p < 0.001) lower free/total PSA ratio
in patients were observed. In addition, higher metallothionein 
content with high level of significance (p < 0.0001, Fig. 4A) was
well evident. This fact also supports the hypothesis that met-
allothionein is increasingly transported from prostate cancer 
cells to the extracellular space. Interestingly, metallothionein 
levels varied distinctly less than PSA levels in control group 
(displayed as a variation coefficient 14.1 % and 75 % for MT
and PSA, respectively, Fig. 4B).This finding suggests that MT
level is faintly affected by the tumor stage, grade, or clinical
data. In terms of serum AMACR levels, no significant changes
between patients and controls were detected in blood serum 
(Fig. 4C). No significant correlations between AMACR, MT
and PSA were observed. Hierarchical tree clustering analysis 
of genes did not reveal any specific groups of patients (not
shown). 

In addition, correlations and t-tests were carried out with 
data obtained from clinical records. Subsequently, patients were 
divided into groups by presence of various common diseases, 
smoking habit, tumor size and its differentiation. No statistically
significant differences between localised tumors (T1, 2) and
tumors that extend through the prostate capsule (T3, 4), and 
monitored markers have been detected (data are not shown). As 
the tumor differentiation (good vs. medium vs. poorly differenti-
ated) is concerned, significantly higher (1.8-fold, p = 0.005) total
PSA was determined in poorly differentiated tumors as compared
to the others (data not shown). However, no similar correlation 
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was observed in AMACR and MT. Levels of monitored mark-
ers were not changed in connection with associated disease 
– hypertension, ischemic heart disease and hyperlipemia and 
duodenal ulcer. Significantly higher (2-fold) AMACR level in
group of patients with ischemic disease of lower extremities was 
observed. However, due to the limited number of participants 
with this disease in this study (N = 3) the robustness of this find-
ing is limited and needs to be verified on larger file. No differences
in monitored markers between smokers and non-smokers have 
been evident in all studied genes (data not shown). 

Metallothionein showed an inverse, decreasing trend 
depending on Gleason grading (Fig. 4D). Increased level 
of metallothionein makes this protein possible candidate of 
tumor marker of prostate adenocarcinoma that is minimally 
influenced by the clinical status of the patient. Its level is not
affected by smoking, age, and co-morbidities. Observed de-
scending trend of serum MT in relation to Gleason grading 
score is interestingly an inverse one as compared to similar 
trend in PSA, and needs to be elucidated in further studies. 
No statistically important correlations between the age of 

Figure 3. Levels of gene expression in cell lines. Level of mRNA genes expressed as relative fold change of expression (2-ΔΔCt method) of tumor cell line 
(22Rv1) in comparison with non-tumor cell line PNT1A. (a) mRNA level of metallothionein classes 1A and 2A (MT1A, MT2A) in cell lines 22Rv1 
(tumor) and PNT1A (non-tumor), (b) mRNA level of AMACR in cell lines, (c) mRNA level of PSA in cell lines, (d) metallothionein (protein content) 
in cell lines, (e) level of AMACR (protein content) in cell lines, (f) level of total (tPSA) and free PSA (fPSA) protein in cell lines.
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patients and all monitored proteins in serum were proved. 
In the dependence on Gleason grading score of malignant 
disease, AMACR did not show significant trend, however, was
distinctly higher at T4 stage of TNM classification (Fig. 4E).

Discussion

The finding shown in Fig. 3 is in the contradiction with
MT mRNA level. This fact suggests a conclusion that metal-
lothionein is transported to the extracellular space by still 

unknown mechanisms (increased MT on mRNA and reduced 
MT on the protein level). Due to the transport of MT out 
of the cells, its level is significantly reduced in intracellular
space. With respect to the MT relation to zinc ions, whose 
metabolism is abnormal in the prostate tumor tissue, MT 
participation on pathogenesis of malignant disorder can be 
expected [45-53]. To date, there is no evidence in the literature 
determining metallothionein level in 22Rv1 and PNT1A cell 
lines, however, there were done some experiments describing 
behaviour of RWPE-1 cell line, which revealed similarities of 
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behaviour of this cell line with prostate tissue [54] as well as 
in the case of PC-3 cell line [55]. Moreover, it was found that 
MT was up-regulated under hypoxia in prostate cancer cells 
(LNCaP and PC-3) and overexpressed in prostate cancer tissue 
and residual cancer cells after androgen ablation therapy [56].
Besides other published studies, our finding is in agreement
with results determining MT content in tissue samples. MT 
reduction in tumor tissue was reported by Suzuki et al. [57]. 
Similarly, Wong et al. presented lower MT content in the tumor 
tissue compared to benign prostatic hyperplasia [58,59]. The
association between cadmium coming from smoking and MT 
on protein level and prostate carcinoma risk was also found 
[60], but the mRNA level of MT could be decreased in prostate 
carcinoma patients compared to benign hyperplasia ones both 
associated with smoking [59].The clinical importance of MT
on protein level was also shown by Athanassiadou et al. [61]. 
It has been shown that MT1 and MT2 tissue levels vary in in-
dividual prostate cancers to that found in the normal prostate 
gland, while higher MT content correlates with tumor grade. 
As mentioned previously, AMACR may be utilized immuno-
histochemically as a prostate cancer tissue biomarker [41]. 
In this study, we demonstrated similar results on mRNA and 
protein as previously shown in biopsies [62].

None of the studied markers meets requirements of marker of 
aggressive form of malignant disease. This predication is based
on the presumption that a majority of prostate tumors is latent 
and slowly-growing (stages T1 and 2) and only a minority of 
them demonstrates aggressive growth (stages T3 and 4). No sig-
nificant differences in monitored proteins have been determined
between these two groups. However, level of patients´ blood 
serum AMACR is of in the Gleason score 9 distinctly higher 
and level of MT shows a descending trend in relation to Gleason 
score. Although AMACR does not differ between patients and
controls, this preliminary data suggest that these markers are 
somehow related to tumor grade. It was previously shown that 
AMACR, as a tissue marker for prostate cancer [41,63], is higher 
in high-risk forms of cancer such as untreated metastases or hor-
mone refractory cancer [38]. Wright et al. explored the potential 
relationship between AMACR polymorphisms, red meat/dairy 
intake, and prostate cancer risk. They found that no effect modi-
fication of AMACR polymorphisms by either dietary red meat
or dairy intake on PCa risk was observed [64]. Besides AMACR 
itself, there were identified other promising markers correlated
with the presence of a tumor[65]. One may speculate that similar 
trend could be reflected in the serum level of AMACR as well.
In conclusion, it is necessary to verify these facts in the extensive 
group of patients including those with disseminated (metasta-
sizing) disease in a follow-up study. Although metallothionein 
does not fulfil the conditions for marker of aggressive form of
disease, it is the only compound distinctively enhanced in the 
blood serum of patients suffering from prostate tumors in this
study. It can be concluded that MT may be as the only from 
monitored markers used as a supplement or addition to PSA 
screening. However, its application must be further verified on
more extensive group of patients. 

Conclusions. Metallothionein has been previously demon-
strated by our group as a prostate cancer tumor marker with 
high sensitivity and specificity [23]. In this study, we demon-
strate that alpha-methylacyl-CoA racemase does not differ
in serum of prostate cancer patients and controls, however, 
AMACR is distinctly higher in high-grade (Gleason score 9) 
tumors and level of MT shows a descending trend in relation 
to Gleason score. These preliminary data suggest that these
markers are somehow related to tumor grade. At the level of 
tumor tissue (represented by cell line model in this study), it 
was demonstrated that although AMACR protein level does 
not differ significantly, tissue mRNA differ distinctly presented
by higher levels of AMACR. In the case of metallothionein, 
contradictory findings on mRNA and protein level were ob-
served. At the mRNA level, MT is higher in tumor cell line; 
however, MT is higher in non-tumor cell line at the protein 
level. Probable explanation of this assumed discrepancy is 
excretion of metallothionein from prostate cancer cells. These
data suggest that MT and AMACR are in some way involved in 
disease pathogenesis or progression. Clarification of this way
might contribute to understanding of this prostate cancer with 
potential novel targeted therapeutic approaches.

From the point of view of clinical significance of our results
it can be concluded that metallothionein can be considered 
as a promising marker of prostate cancer. Moreover, this 
marker has been found elevated even in other types of cancers 
such as breast carcinoma [66], head and neck cancer [67], 
medulloblastoma[35], melanoma [68,69] and other [70-74]. 
Nevertheless, combination of MT and PSA levels could be 
of prognostic significance due to possible revealing of false
positive results, but this assumption needs to be investigated 
in greater details. We can also suggest using AMACR, which 
could be used in diagnostics for some relations to Gleason 
score.
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